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TopLeaf 7 How To:

Handling Multi-Attribute Mappings
1. Introduction
The XML standards provide for XML element declarations that can have any number of
attributes associated with them. But TopLeaf's sophisticated Map Manager does not allow
you to create a composition mapping for an element with more than one attribute selection
at a time. So, what do you do if you need to modify compositional behavior based on the
value of two, three or more attributes?
If you have attributes that don't particularly interact with one another in a given element, then it's easy
enough to create mappings to handle each attribute independently of the other.
Let's say I have an element called "catalog" that has two attributes: "description" and "print". The XML
document might contain:
<catalog description="One of the more sophisticated spring fashion statements"
print="no"/>

Now, it might be the case that if an element has print="no", then no output is generated. So, it would
be simple enough in TopLeaf to create a mapping with a print="no" attribute selector, and then simply
output nothing.
But what if the element has attributes that both require actions? For example:
<catalog description="One of the more sophisticated spring fashion statements"
price="6995.80" face="helvetica" size="14"/>

You might, for example, need to set prices in one font, and description text in another font, but in both
cases, you need to also determine what that font is, as it is defined as part of the attribute
declarations (face and size).
You need to handle, in other words, the situation where font face and size are tested at the same
time. You cannot do this by declaring a mapping with multiple attribute selectors.
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2. Enter Custom Markers

Custom markers
dynamically add
mark-up to
control
composition
without affecting
the XML data
stream.

If you've dealt with TopLeaf to any degree, you've probably discovered the
unbelievable power in the custom marker. Custom markers are XML pseudo-tags that
act as compositional "containers" during processing. In effect, they offer a way for
processing to "branch" into another behavior, on the fly, by pushing new mark-up into
the data stream, which then gets evaluated just as any other document element would.
The only difference: custom markers can only be called from the custom programming
boxes for an element's mapping.
Okay – you have a "catalog" element with description, price, face, and size attributes. You have
to change compositional behavior based on face and size, and you have to output both price
and description. In fact, let's say the description text has to be in one default font, but only the
price is tuned according to the face and size attributes. What you want to do is create a font
change that has both font characteristics, but you are not able to select both attribute values
when you create the mapping for "catalog". How do you do it?

The Basic Mapping
It looks to me like there is no need to provide an attribute selector at all for a catalog mapping,
at this point. So, start off by creating a mapping called "catalog".
On first glance, it looks like you'll need a custom marker to switch fonts to the desired font face,
and a second custom marker to switch to a different font size. But that's not necessarily the
case. If you know that the price is only ever output in one face and one size (but different from
the "description"), then you need only one custom marker.
Let's jump into the custom programming for the "catalog" mapping. To do this, you run the Map
Manager, click on the mapping for "catalog", then click on the "Custom" tab. The Custom tab
has two editing areas, one above the other. The upper area is called the "Pre-Content Custom
Box" and the lower area is called the "Post-Content Custom Box". The pre-content custom box
content is run before anything in the mapped tag is output. The post-content custom box
content is run after the the mapped tag is output. For empty elements, such as catalog, it does
not matter which custom box you program. Typically, I use the pre-content custom box.
We input this into the pre-content custom box for the "catalog" element:
{@description}<Price font="{@face}-{@size}"> {@price} </Price>

Now in this approach, the attributes passed in with "catalog" are already bound to variables
{@description}, {@price}, {@face} and {@size}. TopLeaf knows their values without you having
to do any work to get them.
The custom box programming for catalog says: "print out the description, followed by a dot-fill,
followed by the custom marker Price".
"Price" is a custom marker because there is no occurence of such a tag in the XML data.
Rather, it is defined as a custom marker on the "Custom Markers" tab of the Map Manager,
which we'll see in a minute. Right now, the custom programming for catalog is in place, but
that's all.
Custom markers do not have to have attributes pre-defined in any way; they can be dynamic
each time they are invoked from a custom box mapping. Here, I've chosen to splice together
two of the "catalog" attributes (face and size) into one attribute (font) that gets passed into the
custom marker "Price", which I have not yet defined, so I'd better do that now.
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Over I go to the Custom Markers tab in the Map Manager.
Here, I create custom marker called "%Price", and give it a mapping that does have an attribute
selector associated with it. When creating the custom marker, I assign the following to the
"Attribute Selection" field:
font="helvetica-14"

What this means is, whenever a Price custom marker is encountered that has this attribute
value passed in with it, the compositional settings for that mapping are applied. In this case, the
Price custom marker has its font face set to Helvetica, and size set to 14.
Then, I set the font characteristics on this mapping, to set the font face to Helvetica, and the
font size to 14. (By default, they inherit whatever font characteristics are in effect at the time
these mappings are encountered.)

Custom markers
are differentiated
from other XML
tags by naming
convention: They
must start with a
% and an
upper-case letter.

In all likelihood, things like the currency symbol will not be part of the price attribute sent into
TopLeaf as part of the XML data, so that needs to be output as well. So, in the custom
programming box for the Price custom marker, we might also do something like this:
Our Price:<fill string="."/>$

Because the catalog's "price" attribute is passed as content into the "%Price" custom marker, it
becomes set with those characteristics, whereas the catalog's description retains the default
font settings defined for "catalog".
The result will look like this:

One of the season's more sophisticated fashion statements

Our Price: .......................................................................... $6995.80
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3. Switching it Up

TopLeaf's
centralized
management of
format means
that format
"tweaking" by
authors can be
discarded in favor
of a standard
look.

Smashing together attributes and passing them into a custom marker's mappings is
only one method of dealing with multiple attributes. It's effective, and efficient, for some
circumstances, but not necessarily all circumstances. It might be the case, to continue
with the font face and size example, that there are a range of acceptible alternative
fonts available to the XML author. One of the goals of TopLeaf is to implement
methods of strict formatting and layout control, so that ad hoc formatting changes
implemented by authors can be discarded in favor of a standardized, compliant layout.
Even so, there may be times when more than one possible attribute value is
acceptable, and so there needs to be a way of dealing with those ranges of values.
So, for example, let's suppose that the document's DTD defines four possible font sizes and
three possible font faces: Helvetica, Times-Roman, and Courier, in 10, 12 or 14-point. The XML
data might look like:

<catalog description="One of the more sophisticated spring fashion
statements" price="6995.80" face="helvetica" size="14"/>
<catalog description="A real winner!" price="12.99" face="times-roman"
size="10"/>
<catalog description="Don't pass this one up" price="35.77" face="courier"
size="12"/>

We want to make each of these lines compose to look like this:

One of the more sophisticated spring fashion statements

Our Price: .......................................................................... $6995.80
A real winner!
Our Price:......................................................................................................................................... $12.99

Don't pass this one up
Our Price: ......................................... $35.77
To approach this, we will need to construct a slightly more complex custom program to
implement a switch based on the possible acceptable attribute values.
I start out by creating a custom program for the "catalog" element:

{@description}
<switch>
<case var="@face" target="helvetica">
<Helvetica size="{@size}"><Price>{@price}</Price></Helvetica>
</case>
<case var="@face" target="times-roman">
<Times size="{@size}"><Price>{@price}</Price></Times>
</case>
<case var="@face" target="courier">
<Courier size="{@size}"><Price>{@price}</Price></Courier>
</case>
<case>
<Default><Price>{@price}</Price></Default></case>
</switch>
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At the top, the "catalog" element's "description" attribute value is simply output. This is done
simply by putting {@description} in the custom box.
Immediately following this, the "switch" statement provides for four cases: one for each of the
three acceptable font faces, and a default to apply when the supplied font face is none of the
three.
Each "case" of the switch has a custom marker associated with it: <Helvetica> for the case
where the "face" attribute is set to "helvetica", <Times> for the case where the "face" attribute is
set to "times-roman", and <Courier> for the case where the "face" attribute is set to "courier".
The <Default> custom marker is invoked if the "{@face}" value is neither "helvetica",
"times-roman" nor "courier".
For each of these custom markers, the "size" attribute is passed in to the marker as another
"size" attribute. In other words, the value of the "size" attribute for the "catalog" element is
transmitted to the custom marker as an attribute having the same name (it could be any name,
but I've chosen to retain its name here).
Note, too, that the "catalog" element's "price" attribute is passed as content to each of the
custom markers.
As a side note, because the catalog element is an empty element, we don't have to worry about
its content being emitted inappropriately. If it were not empty, then we would need to deal with
it, too. The Helvetica, Times, Courier and Default custom markers all do have content, so watch
to see how that is dealt with.
Finally, note the addition of another custom marker: "Price". This marker is used for emitting the
pre-price text ("Our Price:").
With the "catalog" element's custom program taken care of, I can go to the Custom Markers tab
of the Map Manager, and set up my custom markers. I create a custom marker called
"%Helvetica", "%Times", "%Courier", "%Price" and "%Default".
On the "Font" tab of the Map Manager for the "%Helvetica" marker, I set the font face to
Helvetica.
Similarly, on the "Font" tab for the "%Times" marker, I set the font face to "Times-New-Roman".
For the "%Courier" marker, I set it to "Courier-New". This ensures that when these markers are
processed, the proper font face is automatically applied.
For the "%Default" marker, I leave the "Font" tab settings as-is. I can add a bit of custom
programming to emit some message like:
[Wrong Font!]

to alert the proof-reader that there is a problem in the source XML.
The "%Price" marker is defined as an inline, so as not to affect paragraph breaks. The custom
programming box for it contains the same text as in the first example presented in this article:
Our Price:<fill string="."/>$

In the custom programming box for each of the font-controlling markers, I add the following:
<Size size="{@size}"><content/></Size>
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This has the effect of passing the content of the custom marker (the "catalog" element's "price"
attribute value) into another custom marker called "<Size>".
To ensure that the content of each of the font face custom markers is not emitted yet, I also set
the "Content" tab on each of the mappings to enable "Scan element content" and "Suppress
element content". If I did not do this, then the price would be output twice: once after the custom
marker's end-tag was encountered, and once when the "Size" custom marker's content was
processed.
Now I create the "%Size" custom marker.
The custom programming for this marker contains:

<switch>
<case var="@size" target="10">
<Ten><content/></Ten>
</case>
<case var="@size" target="12">
<Twelve><content/></Twelve>
</case>
<case var="@size" target="14">
<Fourteen><content/></Fourteen>
</case>
<case>
<Default><content/></Default>
</case>
</switch>

This switch deals with three cases of font size, and could easily be expanded. By having this
switch encapsulated in the "%Size" custom marker, I only need to affect changes to the
program in this one spot. So, for instance, if I wanted to add another font size, I would simply
add another "case" to the switch.
Each "case" calls yet another custom marker: one for ten-point, twelve-point, fourteen-point
fonts, and one for a default font for an invalid size. As a bit of in-your-face error handling, the
content for the Default custom marker has the words "[Wrong Font!]" output, as a flag that there
was something not quite right in the input data.
I then create custom markers called "%Ten", "%Twelve", and "%Fourteen". I don't need to
create a "%Default", because I did that already when handling font faces.
On the "Font" tab for each of the font size custom markers, I set the font size to match the
name (10 pt, 12 pt, and 14 pt respectively).
There is no more programming required.
When the "Ten", "Twelve" or "Fourteen" custom markers are encountered, the text "Our Price:"
is emitted, along with a dot-fill, followed by the content (the "catalog" element's "price" attribute
value). So, the final composed result is:

One of the more sophisticated spring fashion statements

Our Price: .......................................................................... $6995.80
A real winner!
Our Price:......................................................................................................................................... $12.99

Don't pass this one up
Our Price: ......................................... $35.77
6
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4. Marker Overload
Well, it's obvious that you can do a lot with multiple attributes and custom markers. It's
easy, and quick, to approach a solution this way. But is it the best way?
The answer to that really depends on how complex a solution you are building. It's obviously
going to more difficult to maintain a hundred custom markers than it is ten.
As the diagram below illustrates, understanding the compositional state at any point can get
hard to follow. This "road map" shows the output and evaluation order of the custom tags
involved in the example we've been looking at. As soon as you start adding new custom
markers, pretty soon you will need the road map any time you go to make a modification.

Marker Invocation Sequence
We could further complicate the example by adding additional attributes for font properties, such
as bold, italic, and underline, or a change to font color. Fonts can be altered through the use of
custom markers, so we want to be able to maintain both a sensible set of markers, and the
richness of compositional control that we require. (There is an easier way to do this, which will
be described later. But for now, let's look at the custom marker approach.)
To approach this kind of problem, we do need to understand, during the document design
phase, exactly what we're dealing with.
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Change the Document Structure
Unlike word processors, XML documents emphasize information structure over format. In many
cases, the structure may not supply sufficient information for formatting purposes, such as when
the XML is derived from a database query. It depends to a certain degree on the original
purpose of the XML as to what you can accomplish with its formatting for print, or other
purposes.
In the examples so far, we've been looking at cases where font controlling attributes are part of
the XML structure. In environments where XML authoring is used for the creation of documents
targetted towards print, this will often be the case. Whether the document has an associated
DTD or not, some form of formatting information likely will accompany the information structure.
In the DTD for this article (Norman Walsh's docbookx DTD), there are elements for such things
a emphasis (e.g., bold) which do not, strictly speaking, pertain to the structure of the
information. Having a DTD rich enough to express these types of formatting structures can be a
very useful thing.
Why? Well, first of all, it reduces the number of attributes you might need to contend with. While
you might have an element with several attributes, such as:

<para face="Helvetica" size="12" bold="true" underline="true">Hello
World!</para>

it makes better sense to improve the structure, perhaps to something like:

<para>
<emphasis role="bold">
<highlights role="under">
<para>
Hello World!
</para>
</highlights>
<highlights role="strike">
<para>
Hello World!
</para>
</highlights>
</emphasis>
</para>

Here, rather than having attributes with names like "bold", "underline", and so on, the attribute's
name is more generic ("role"), and it is the value of the attribute that defines what the formatting
intention is.
This kind of structure now lets you deliver context mappings on a per-attribute basis, so no
custom markers are required at all. You simply create a Map Manager mapping for each tag
with the possible attribute value selections. With no custom markers or programming at all, you
can produce:
Hello World! Hellooo Wurld!
The same holds true whether you have a DTD or not. Having a DTD has additional advantages,
such as default values for attributes. But regardless, the document structure itself is a key
component in the ability to effectively handle format variations.
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The worst-case scenario might be a document with a simplistic structure:

<para>Hello World.<para>

If the document DTD contains nothing but "para" elements, there's not much you can do about
dynamic and flexible formatting.
So, implementing a good information structure is the first step in finding a solution to multiple
attributes. And that solution is: Get rid of them!

Maximize Programming, Minimize Markers
Unfortunately, it isn't always possible to re-design the document structure to suit the
requirements of the publishing engine. And, there might very well be cases where it is
impossible to get rid of multiple attributes:

<page marginleft="small" marginright="large" rotation="portrait" columns="1">
<head>Hello World!</head>
<para>Another mult-attribute example</para>
</page>

The "page" element has descriptive attributes that affect the layout of the page, including margin
settings. It makes sense to keep attributes separate for margins, rotation, and column selection.
So let's suppose you have three possible attribute values for each of the margins (small,
medium and large) two possible rotations (portrait and landscape) and two columns
(one-column and two-column).
The goal in dealing with this kind of complexity is to minimize number of places where custom
programming is involved, and also to minimize the number of custom markers involved.
If you were to approach it like the font examples previously, you might need implement custom
markers like this:
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In this implementation, you would need to implement a switch/case statement within each
custom marker that allowed you to branch to each of the subsequent nodes based on the
attribute values. The switch would be the same for each of the nodes at any one level. So if you
needed to implement an new attribute value, for instance an "xlarge" left and right margin
setting, you would need to implement the new custom marker, and also revisit all the other
switch statements in the programming associated with the existing custom markers to modify
them to add the new case.
The redesign below reduces the custom markers by creating one large switch within the "page"
mapping. All attribute values are tested within a "case" (represented in the diagram by the
outline boxes) inside the swtich. All decisions have been made at this level, so there is no
custom programming required for the ten custom markers.

10
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The advantage is that you have minimized the number of custom markers (ten), and centralized
the custom programming into one mapping alone. Any time you need to add a new condition,
you only need to modify the custom programming for the "page" tag, and implement perhaps
one custom marker.
The diagram shows a sample of how the calling of the markers through the switch is done: the
lowest-level "case" in each branch nests the appropriate custom markers. You do not need a
custom marker that sets both the right and left margins; rather, you only need one for each
margin setting, since TopLeaf lets each marker inherit settings from a higher-level marker.
The custom programming for the "page" element might look like this:

<switch>
<case var="@rotation" string="portait">
<case var="@columns" string="1">
<case var="@marginleft" string="small">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Portrait><Col1><SmallLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></SmallLeft></Col1></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Portrait><Col1><SmallLeft><MediumRight><content/>
</MediuamRight></SmallLeft></Col1></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
<Portrait><Col1><SmallLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></SmallLeft></Col1></Portrait>
</case>
</case>
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<case var="@marginleft" string="medium">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Portrait><Col1><MediumLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></MediumLeft></Col1></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Portrait><Col1><MediumLeft><MediumRight><content/>
</MediumRight></MediumLeft></Col1></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
<Portrait><Col1><MediumLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></MediumLeft></Col1></Portrait>
</case>
</case>
<case var="@marginleft" string="large">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Portrait><Col1><LargeLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></LargeLeft></Col1></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Portrait><Col1><LargeLeft><MediumRight><content/>
</MediumRight></LargeLeft></Col1></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
<Portrait><Col1><LargeLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></LargeLeft></Col1></Portrait>
</case>
</case>
</case>
<case var="@columns" string="2">
<case var="@marginleft" string="small">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Portrait><Col2><SmallLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></SmallLeft></Col2></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Portrait><Col2><SmallLeft><MediumRight><content/>
</MediuamRight></SmallLeft></Col2></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
<Portrait><Col2><SmallLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></SmallLeft></Col2></Portrait>
</case>
</case>
<case var="@marginleft" string="medium">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Portrait><Col2><MediumLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></MediumLeft></Col2></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Portrait><Col2><MediumLeft><MediumRight><content/>
</MediumRight></MediumLeft></Col2></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
<Portrait><Col2><MediumLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></MediumLeft></Col2></Portrait>
</case>
</case>
<case var="@marginleft" string="large">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Portrait><Col2><LargeLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></LargeLeft></Col2></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Portrait><Col2><LargeLeft><MediumRight><content/>
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</MediumRight></LargeLeft></Col2></Portrait>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
<Portrait><Col2><LargeLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></LargeLeft></Col2></Portrait>
</case>
</case>
</case>
</case>
<case var="@rotation" string="landscape">
<case var="@columns" string="1">
<case var="@marginleft" string="small">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Landscape><Col1><SmallLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></SmallLeft></Col1></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Landscape><Col1><SmallLeft><MediumRight><content/>
</MediumRight></SmallLeft></Col1></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
<Landscape><Col1><SmallLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></SmallLeft></Col1></Landscape>
</case>
</case>
<case var="@marginleft" string="medium">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Landscape><Col1><MediumLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></MediumLeft></Col1></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Landscape><Col1><MediumLeft><MediumRight><content/>
</MediumRight></MediumLeft></Col1></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
<Landscape><Col1><MediumLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></MediumLeft></Col1></Landscape>
</case>
</case>
<case var="@marginleft" string="large">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Landscape><Col1><LargeLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></LargeLeft></Col1></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Landscape><Col1><LargeLeft><MediumRight><content/>
</MediumRight></LargeLeft></Col1></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
<Landscape><Col1><LargeLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></LargeLeft></Col1></Landscape>
</case>
</case>
</case>
<case var="@columns" string="2">
<case var="@marginleft" string="small">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Landscape><Col2><SmallLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></SmallLeft></Col2></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Landscape><Col2><SmallLeft><MediumRight><content/>
</MediuamRight></SmallLeft></Col2></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
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<Landscape><Col2><SmallLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></SmallLeft></Col2></Landscape>
</case>
</case>
<case var="@marginleft" string="medium">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Landscape><Col2><MediumLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></MediumLeft></Col2></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Landscape><Col2><MediumLeft><MediumRight><content/>
</MediumRight></MediumLeft></Col2></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
<Landscape><Col2><MediumLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></MediumLeft></Col2></Landscape>
</case>
</case>
<case var="@marginleft" string="large">
<case var="@marginright" string="small">
<Landscape><Col2><LargeLeft><SmallRight><content/>
</SmallRight></LargeLeft></Col2></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="medium">
<Landscape><Col2><LargeLeft><MediumRight><content/>
</MediumRight></LargeLeft></Col2></Landscape>
</case>
<case var="@marginright" string="large">
<Landscape><Col2><LargeLeft><LargeRight><content/>
</LargeRight></LargeLeft></Col2></Landscape>
</case>
</case>
</case>
</case>
</switch>

The "page" tag mapping must have the "Scan element content" and "Suppress element content"
features enabled.
The "Portrait" and "Landscape" tag mappings must change the page orientation. Because
orientation cannot be altered for a page already being composed, they must also force the start
of a new page.
The "Col1" and "Col2" mappings must select new page types. Since column changes create a
new page segment in TopLeaf, there is no need to start a new page. The end-tag mappings
should set the column selection back to the required default.
While this gigantic switch might look daunting or cumbsersome, it is really quite straightforward.
And, by reading the switch, we know precisely which custom markers are involved. We don't
have to hunt through mapping after mapping to find out what we need to change: it can all be
done quite simply from a single mapping.
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Dispensing with Custom Markers Altogether
There are actually cases where you may not even need to entertain the notion of custom
markers to handle multi-attribute mappings. The most common among these is something we've
already looked at and considered with custom markers from different points of view: fonts.
TopLeaf has a set of commands that can instruct the composition engine more directly. These
are referred to as directives, or commands. XML with font control elements or attributes can
be mapped easily using the <font-properties/> directive.
Let's say you have an element named emphasis, which has attributes defined for bold, italic,
and underlining. Each of these are to be enabled when the attribute value is "yes". Your XML
might contain:

<para>This <emphasis bold="yes" italic="yes" underline="yes"> is
underlined, bold and italic<para>

The <font-properties/> directive can be used to set these font properties directly. To do this,
simply create a mapping for the emphasis element, and in the custom box, add:

<font-properties bold="{@bold}" underline="{@underline}"
italic="{@italic}"/>

The <font-properties/> directive can be used with the following attributes to set the associated
front properties on the current mapping, and remain in force until the mapping completes:

· bold
· italic
· underline
· super (for superscript)
· sub (for subscript)
· small (for small font)
· lower (for lower-case)
· upper (for upper-case)
· reverse (for reverse font, e.g., white on a black background)
· frame (for boxed text)
· overbar (for a line drawn above the text)
· strikeout (for struck out text)
· color (to set font color
If your attribute names do not match these properties, it does not matter; you pass the attribute
to the font-properties directive as required. For example, if your XML has a "uline" attribute,
instead of "underline", you would set the font-properties as:

<font-properties underline="{@uline}"/>

The font-properties directive accepts either "on", "yes", "1", or "enable" as values meaning "turn
this font property on". Any other value (or #IMPLIED) means turn it off. For the color attribute,
you pass in either an RGB color value (such as "#801020"), or an HTML color name (such as
"red", "blue", etc.). If your XML or DTD does not specify font-related attributes like this, then you
will still need to program conversion of the passed-in value to match what the font-properties
directive requires.
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5. Conclusion
We've looked at the complexities of multiple attribute control in TopLeaf. In an ideal
world, the document structure is well-defined and we are able to deal with
single-attribute mappings only. But, this isn't always possible. So, we have looked at a
variety of combinations of programming and custom marker invocation to solve these
difficult cases. We try to land on the side of maintainability in all cases.
By using a combination of custom programming and markers, TopLeaf's high performance can
be maintained, while at the same time providing an easily extensible and maintainable
implementation.
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